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Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or
hold your perfect venue.
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BELGIUM

GUT GALHAUSEN

Gut Galhausen
9 ROOMS

23 PEOPLE

BRU

VILLA

LIEGE,BELGIUM

LEARN MORE

“In the beautiful nature of the Belgian Eifel,
you can explore hiking and cycling trails
from Gut Galhausen, and enjoy a good
time with friends and family in our house.

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

BELGIUM
Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and
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The house was completely renovated in 2019.
Now modern conveniences meet the charm of
an over 100 year old farmhouse.

welcoming hosts
around the world
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RETREAT VENUES

RETREAT VENUES

Indrani Lodge
12 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Château de Froidcour
24 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BRU

LEARN MORE

Nestled in the countryside only 30km from
Brussels, Indrani Lodge is a spectacular
place. This fortified square farm whose
foundations date back almost a thousand
years is located in the heart of the old village
of Loupoigne,near the cily of Waterloo. This
historic property has been completely and

HOTEL
LOUPOIGNE,BELGIUM

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BRU
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Ardennes.

The castle is a family house on which the family
has always been. It is surrounded by forests
and a Parc. The Guest house is ideally made
for family reunions, yoga and other spiritual

exceptionally renovated to become a unique

retreats. With some sheeps, donkeys and cows,

and unspoiled vacation spot. An ideal venue

the guests can enjoy a refreshing time lost in

to host a yoga retreat, end a day of sightseeing,

paradise. The views are a Kilometer long. Of

host a seminar or enjoy a gourmet meal in

course, on demand, special day events in the

our PopUp restaurant with veggies sourced

park and in the castle can be organized.”

FAMILY ESTATE IN NATURE
WALLOON REGION,BELGIUM

from our permaculture garden.

Le Fermage
4 PEOPLE

2 ROOMS

Château Cortils
50 PEOPLE

FEATURES
BRU

LEARN MORE

Enjoy a unique moment in the Ardennes!.
It is on the edge of a forest, in the heart
of nature, that the Fermage is located, a
completely renovated stone house that
combines luxury and comfort under one
roof. A stone’s throw from the Ardennes
and Namur, this is the ideal place to stop

LGG

25 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Domaine des Cortils is an ancient estate, located
near Liège, Maastricht and Aachen. There are 7
accommodations for rent for 2 to 12 people, total
50 people. The Pavilion is an attractive workshop
accommodation, as well as the courtyard of the
Coach House.

for a night, a weekend, a week, as a couple,
VILLA
WALLONIA,BELGIUM
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with children, with friends.

9 ACCOMMODATIONS FOR
HOLIDAY AND RETRAITES
LIEGE,BELGIUM
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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